European Life Sciences
Transactions Team
When the stakes are high, you want a partner who has the knowledge honed by decades
of legal and industry experience on your side. A partner whose strategic advice is informed
by a thorough examination of your business and your transaction. A partner who
understands the challenges and opportunities you face and delivers solutions that
achieve the best possible outcome. When faced with a difficult deal or a tough
transaction, our European Life Sciences Transactions Team has you covered.
How we can help
We frequently advise on mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures, joint ventures and other
transactions of all sizes across every corner of
the globe. Our team works closely with yours to
understand your unique challenges to provide
you with a strategy that protects your business
and advances your interests through every step
of the deal.

Our wide-ranging work with public and private
companies, private equity firms, investment
banks, boards of directors, special committees
and more gives us a distinctive vantage point
in the industry. We use that insight and
experience to anticipate potential issues and
negotiate from a position of strength for you
– helping you come out on top no matter the
situation.

From multi-billion dollar M&A transactions
to milestone-based acquisitions of venturebacked startups, we’ve counseled life sciences
organizations through some of the industry’s
most complex deals. Our integrated approach
and unmatched experience working for and
in key regulatory agencies allows us to create
and implement a comprehensive strategy to
safeguard your interests and innovations.

And because we operate as if we’re based in the
same office, despite being located throughout
Europe and beyond, we have the ability to
assemble a strong, culturally-aware and locallyattuned team across multiple jurisdictions and
consistently offer excellent counsel.

We’ve been there before

“They have a good global reach” and have
“a leading healthcare practice in many
European countries. They are very
proactive and excellent at client
management.”

We know how to stay ahead of your risks
because we’ve been there before – whether
it’s regulatory due diligence and approvals,
antitrust analysis and compliance, intellectual
property issues, assessment and mitigation of
product liability or another issue entirely.

Chambers Global, 2017
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“They are extremely
well connected
between offices...
they provide really
good cross-border
co-operation.”
Client, Chambers
Europe, 2017
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